
WSTIMS For Windows
Fix List

Status Priority
Program
Version Component Issue Notes

Closed M 7.1.2.0 Slalom Entry Skier had a fast time on the 4th pass.  Skier 
elected to keep protectted score.  
Calculated score is not using the protected 
value for the pass.  Works if you add a 
reride pass.

Slalom reride functional has been 
enhanced and this should now 
work properly

Closed H 7.1.2.0 Slalom Entry Should not check for reride options based 
on boat path for class C skiers

Fixed

Closed H 7.1.2.0 Slalom Entry Not showing boat path data when boat time 
data is not sent.  There are scenarios where 
the boat path data is sent but not the boat 
time.  Should show path data whether or not 
time is sent

Enhanced handling of boat path 
data to show deviation data even if 
boat time not sent.

Closed H 7.1.2.0 Slalom Entry When mandatory reride is idenitied system 
is setting the pass score at the protected 
value.  However this is hiding the path 
deviation that caused the reride.  This needs 
to be updated.  Probably need a separatae 
feature to find the protect score versus the 
judged score.

Integrated boat path reride handling 
into overall reride handling.  This 
will resolve this issue.

Closed H 7.1.2.0 Records Update requested to records Updated 4 AWSA records
Closed M 7.1.2.0 Exports A suggestion was offered to folks that using 

One Drive or a network drive is a great way 
to speed on the process of getting exported 
data from one location to anther on a multi 
lake site.  This is true but not many sites 
have a network and One Drive is a Microsoft 
feature that I'm not particular fond of.  
However the concept of using a cloud 
location to exchange data files is a very 
good suggestion.

I have added a new feature to the 
Slalom, Trick, and Jump entry 
windows labeled Export LW.  This 
is a feature to Export data to a local 
file and then upload it to the Live 
Web.  This is not data that will be 
visible on Live Web but will simply 
serve as a cloud service to 
exchange data files.  Then there is 
a new feature on Tools labeld 
Import WSTIMS Data From Live 
Web.  This new feature allow a 
WSTIMS user to download a file 
from the Live Web cloud data 
location for the tournament and 
imported to WSTIMS.
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